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Instruction: Answer all the questions.

1. Answer the following questions:

(a) If all observations of Z are identical in the model Y; = a + fJX; + rZ; +u, what will be the

value ofvar(f) ?

(b) For the model Y; = a + fiX, + u, with u, = PU'_I + v,, derive the expression for var(v,).
00

(c) Find the mean lag for the model r: = a + IfijX,-j +U, with fij = fJoA/,O <}., < 1
j=O

(d) Consider the model r: = fJX; + ic., Ifvar(ui) = 0-
2 Xi' what will be the generalized least

squares (GLS) estimator of fi?

2. Comment on the following statements with justification/proof: 2 x 6 = 12

(a) If the slope coefficients of a multiple regression model have high standard errors,
explanatory power of the model will be very low.

(b) Correlation between two ratios with the same denominator is always biased upward.
(c) Low value of variance inflation factors (VIFs) necessary suggest that the estimated model

does not suffer from severe multicollinearity problem.
(d) One can always distinguish pure autocorrelation from specification bias on the basis of the

Durbin- Watson d statistic?
(e) In case of AR(l) process, the hypothesis that p = 1 can be tested using either the

Berenblutt- Webb test statistic or the Durbin-Watson d statistic
(f) One should always prefer the Goldfeld-Quandt test to the Park test for examining the

problem of heteroscedasticity.

3. Answer the following questions: 3 x 4 = 12

(a) Consider the following three models:
r: = al + a2X2; + a3X3i + ui

Y; = fJI + fJ2X2; + Vi

Y; = rl + r3X3; + (1J;

If the correlation coefficient between X2 and X3 is

separately, exam me if (i) a2 =!J2 and a3 = 73'
Var(a3) = Var(Y3). Justify your answer.

zero and the equations are estimated

and (ii) Var(a2)=Var(!J2) and

k

(b) While estimating the multiple regression models Y; =a+ I fJj Xji +uia student is trying to
j=1

test if the estimated model suffers from the problem of heteroscedasticity. While the Breusch-
Pagan-Godfrey test concludes that there is 110 heteroscedasticity, the White's general test for
heteroscedasticity test suggests for presence of the same. What may be the possible reasons
behind such contradictory findings? What should the student do?



(c) Consider the distributed lag model
~ = a + /3oXt + /3IXt-1 + /32Xt-2 + /33Xt-3 + /34Xt-4 + ut where /3, = ao + a.i + a.i": What
will be the transformed regression model, if you impose the restriction /30 = /34 = O? How will

the transformed model differ if /3i = ao + a.i + a/ + a3i
3?

(d) While estimating the model ~ = a + /3X, + Ut a student finds that the estimated model
suffers from the problem of autocorrelation. He knows that estimation of generalized difference
model can resolve the problem of autocorrelation. But he is not sure about which estimate of
the autocorrelation coefficient to be used for the purpose. Can you help him out?

4. Consider the following two alternative models:
k 11/ k p

Model A: ~ = ao + Ia/Xji + I/3/Wji +ui and Model B: ~ = Yo + Iy/Xji + ISjZji + Vi'
j=1 j=1 j=1 /=1

How will you make decision on the model to be estimated by applying the l-Test? Will the
k m p

model selection criteria differ if Model B is J~ = ¢o +I ¢jX ji +I rp jWji +I A/Z /i + &"; ?
j=1 i=: j=1
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5. For the regression model ~ = a + /3Xt + U,with u, = PU,_I + vt' examine if the conventionally

n
"" ~ 2L,.u,

computed 0-2 = ~ is an unbiased estimator of var(u,) .
n-2

4
6. Consider the regression model ~ = /3Xi + Ui for i = 1,2. Assume that u1 - N(O,(J'2)

and u2 - N(O,2(J'2) and they are statistically independent. If X takes two values, viz., 1 and -1,
what will be the weighted least squares (WLS) estimate of f3 and its variance? How will they
differ from their OLS estimates when the two error variances are the same?

4
7. Distinguish between serial correlation and autocorrelation. Why is the problem of

autocorrelation likely to be more acute for time-series data? Can one apply the Durbin-Watson
test for autocorrelation if the random disturbance term is heteroscedastic? Justify your answer.

4
8. Why do we introduce lags in econometric models? How does the adaptive expectation model

differ from the partial adjustment model? Can one estimate both the models by applying the
OLS method? Justify your answer.
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